Program Focus & Objectives:

The program is aimed at equipping students with all the requisite assistance to revisit and master the previously learnt concepts in a span of not more than two weeks. While concepts are covered at a swift rate, students are given enormous practice questions and assistance to gain expertise in JEE Main and attempting the exam. The program is a highly specialized platform to elicit the best from the students’ on the D-day and attain the best rank as per their capability.

Special emphasis would be given on those topics which are in JEE Main but not in JEE Advanced, as students generally ignore these topics in their year long preparation and significantly lose marks.

This program will improve your time management techniques in last minute preparation as well as exam time, which is very crucial at this juncture just before the JEE (Main) Exam.

The student will be learning all important aspects / short techniques which will improve their strike rate leading to optimum performance on the exam day.

For XII appearing students, this program will also ensure that the time after the XII board exam is been used effectively to significantly improve your performance in JEE (Main) day.

Course Includes:

- Exclusive Study Material with important points on every topic along with assignments of JEE (Main) level.
- Two strategically designed Computer based Online Tests on the pattern and level of difficulty of new pattern of JEE (Main), 2019 will be given as a part of this Program. These tests will be conducted on 24th & 31th March, 2019.
- myPAT Online Test Series for JEE Main (JEE Main – Basic) will be provided which will include 17 Tests for JEE Main. (All these tests are pattern proof and based on syllabi of JEE Main).

Duration:

54 hours (6 to 8 hrs a day)

Eligibility:

Direct Admission

- All Ex FIITJEEians who had enrolled in any FIITJEE Program for JEE Advanced, 2018.
- On achievement in various competitive & scholastic exams (please contact nearest FIITJEE Centre for more details).
- All India Rank (in Common Rank List) in JEE Advanced 2018.
- All India Rank (in Common Rank List) up to 10000 in JEE Main 2018.
- Performance in Part Test - I, II, III and Full Test III of One Year AITS for JEE 2019 for RSM & AITS Students only.

Please contact nearest FIITJEE Centre with your credentials / achievements to know about scholarships / fee waivers (If Eligible) and more details.

Batch Commencement:

The Classes will start from 2nd / 3rd Week of March, 2019 depending upon Class XII CBSE Date sheet.

Course Fee:

Rs. 7400/- plus applicable Taxes. Please Contact your respective FIITJEE Study Centre to know the exact Course Fee.